Introduction
As the strong development of Internet, it brings splendid burst of information, which forces us to face a tough test on how to process enormous data. To solve the problem of "Abundant data, slum information", it requires us to analyze and explorer the immersing data.
When it becomes difficult to screen available information among the generous ocean or to screen out confidential information, the concept of "Text Filtering" emerges [1] . Text filtering refers to a process enable special users to get qualified text from a huge mess of texts [2] . Given a certain requirement by the user and a stream of entry text, the Text Filtering system is able to judge whether each text in the stream fits the demand of user according to the established initial profile of users. Then it will inform the user of qualified texts, and then modify the user pattern in accordance with the result judged by the user on texts screened out in favor of the demand of users [3] .
Relevance manifested among the texts screened out through compute on similarities is an portant process in Text Filtering [4] . The process of Text Category is to classify an unknown text in terms of its content through a given categorizing method, which can be either classified as different categories or into none categories (refer to the categories given) [5] . The procedures to categorize texts are: word segmentation; choosing typical words; texts redefining; categorization confirming. The four procedures above are linked, that is to say, each one preceding is to be entered in the following procedure [6] .
During the third procedure, one of the ways to present the text is VSM (Vector Space Model), which means to take the texts as multi-dimensional vectors, presenting their interrelation with cosine similarities. However, This standard is widely used to establish statistic model of words correlation. To sum up, in a certain subject, the bigger the mutual information of a feature is, the higher its probability of subject concurrence will be. Therefore, mutual information can be used as the most evident feature during an evaluation process of feature extraction. The table below is the results of those three methods.
The one provided by this thesis is called DSM for short.
We can draw a conclusion that the DSM can achieve a better result when meeting a relatively large threshold value, and less time cost. 
